
Data Collection Policy



CO2Action, LLC (hereinafter referred to as CO2Action) operates the domain co2action.us

(hereinafter referred to as our website), which offers the sustainability services disclosed

in the aforementioned domain.

This page is intended to inform website visitors about our policies regarding the collection,

use, and disclosure of personal information if anyone decides to use our website. Anyone

visiting our website agrees to the collection and use of information in relation to this

policy. We will not use or share our visitor’s information with anyone except as described

in this Privacy Policy.

Information Collection and Use

CO2Action only collects Personal Information (including but not limited to names, phone

numbers, and emails) of visitors who are willing to submit and/or contact us through the

various communication channels we offer on our website. CO2Action does not gather any

personal information from visitors who inspect our website, but the third-party companies

we have contracted with such as Google, Calendly and Webflow might collect data from

visitors. CO2Action assumes no responsibility for the collection of personal data by third

parties since collected data is not orchestrated by CO2Action. Visitor’s data collected by

Google will be used to improve the experience while using our website.

Log Data

Unless direct communication has been established between visitors and CO2Action,

CO2Action will never store any kind of data. Personal Information collected by CO2Action

will be used solely for communication and, unless obliged by law, will not be disclosed

under any circumstances nor sold to anyone. Any collected data by third parties will be

stored and managed by third parties. Google, Calendly and Webflow might collect

information from browsers, including but not limited to the visitor's computer's Internet

Protocol (“IP”) address, browser version, pages of our website visited, the time and date

of the visit, the time spent on those pages, and other statistics.
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Cookies

Cookies are files with a small amount of data that are commonly used with an anonymous

unique identifier. These are sent to all browsers that are used to visit the website and are

stored locally on the computer's hard drive.

Our website uses cookies to ensure its proper functionality. We do not use cookies to

gather data from our visitors, but Google might. Visitors have the option to either accept

or refuse these type cookies. Refusing the aforementioned cookies will not affect the

access to our website.

Security

We value our visitors' trust in providing us with Personal Information, thus we are striving

to use commercially acceptable means of protecting it. However, remember that no

method of transmission over the Internet, or method of electronic storage is 100% secure

and reliable, and we cannot guarantee its absolute security.

Links to Other Sites

Our website contains links to other sites. Third-party links will direct visitors to sites not

operated by CO2Action. We strongly advise any visitor to review the Privacy Policy of

these websites. CO2Action assumes no responsibility for the content, privacy policies, or

practices of any third-party sites or services.

Changes to this Privacy Policy

We may update our Privacy Policy every six months. We advise visitors to review this

page periodically for any changes.
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